
Writing   w/c/ 1st 
June 
The reading and writing 
tasks this week are based 
around the story of ‘the 
wide-mouthed frog.’   
Read the story with an 
adult from the reading 
section of the home 
learning tasks. You can 
also listen to the story on 
you tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pKgy2xb
zio 

 

Task 1                    

Talk for writing. Can you draw pictures to help you to 

remember the story? We used to do this at school. 

Here is my example- it doesn’t matter what the 

drawings are like, as long as you know what the 

pictures are to help you tell the story that is fine. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pKgy2xbzio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pKgy2xbzio


 

Task 2 

Now practise telling the story using the pictures to help 

and make up your own actions. You could tell it to your 

family or one of your toys. Practise it lots of times so 

that you can say it off by heart. You could video 

yourself and put it on twitter for the teachers to see. 

Task 3 

Look at the sentences below from the story. Can you 

spot the mistakes? Check capital letters, full stops and 

spellings. Correct the mistakes. Use the words at the 

bottom to help. Either complete task A or the 

challenge task B   

Task A 



once there wos a fog 

first hee met a blue bird 

who are yoo and what do you eat? sed the 

frog 

I am a blue bird aNd i eat sugs 

he   you   said    was  

Challenge task B 

once their wos a big widemouthd fog. one 

tuesday he jumpt off to see the world. 

frist hee met a blue bird. Hoo are yoo and 

wot do you eat? sed the frog. I am a blue 

bird  aNd i eat wriggly worms and sugs 

squeakt the mouse. well I am a 

widemouthed fog aNd I eat flies said the 

frog.  

there    mouthed   jumped   first   he  you 

what  who   said  squeaked  was 

Task 4  



Complete the sentences below using your pictures to 

help. Remember to use your sounds to help you spell 

words and remember your   finger spaces. If you want 

a challenge you could write the story by yourself. 

Once there was a 

_______________________.   One sunny day 

he set off to see the ____________. 

First he met a _________________________. 

I eat _______________ said the blue bird.  

Next he met a __________________. ‘ 

I eat __________________ said the furry 

brown mouse. 

After that he met a 

______________________.  

I eat _______________________ said the 

long green crocodile. 

The frog jumped in the _______________ 

with a _____________! 

Task 5  



Handwriting practise today. Practise your curly 

caterpillar letters. Use the sheet to help you. 

Remember they all start in the same way.  

 



 

 

 


